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Editorial: Academic professional journals and professional practice

In my last editorial (Chettiparamb, 2021), I tried to briefly reflect on the relationship of planning theory and the planning discipline. In this editorial, I reflect upon the relationship between academic journals and professional practice more generally, while relating to various formats of publication that academic professional journals in general, and Planning Theory in particular, engage with. I intend to argue that academic professional journals are not just venues where academics speak to academics, but are also devices that safeguard professional practice.

Disciplines have been argued to have risen from human beings’ natural tendency to observe, classify and conceptualize things, but also the need for science to take advantage of accumulated knowledge (Boisot, 1972). Regarding professions, Adam Smith’s (1776) Wealth of Nations must be referred to, for here he associates division of labour with civilization and general economic progress. For Smith, people need to be educated/trained in specialised fields to facilitate innovation and lead to an ‘improved society’ (pg 3).

Such a division of labour then leads to the creation of a ‘specialised individual’, an individual whose knowledge in a definite realm is superior to that of a non-specialised individual. This specialised individual consequently speaks from a particular professional location. If the knowledge gains and skill gains made by this enlightened ‘specialised’ individual through her/his professional life is not to be dissipated over time and if the professional space carved out is to be safeguarded and enhanced, some form of institutionalisation is needed. In Western societies the ‘craft guilds’ or ‘professional societies’ carried out this function to a large extent. Elsewhere, such as in India, where I come from, the caste system was originally formulated to ensure this institutionalisation. Such professional institutions mark the individual professional in local contexts and inter alia serve to advance the profession.

When universities emerged to inculcate new entrants into professional modes of thought, ways to archive the accumulated knowledge in entities more than the body of ancestors or the practice traditions in a guild would have been required. We know that Professional Societies and other sponsors started publishing newsletters, books and engaged in other forms of academic publishing aimed at sharing knowledge beyond the circle of immediate acquaintances. These more enduring ‘artefacts’ became the repositories that tell the story of a profession’s evolution and growth over time. By telling the story of professional ideas and the profession, they also invariably contribute to shaping and establishing professional vocabularies and professional identities over time. Today, ‘Review sections’ in journals allows for one such type of story-telling. Here the historical evolution of an idea, a concept, a practice, or a specific value/attitude central to a profession is traced over time thus making these journals repositories that trace the development of professional vocabularies so central to professional practice. The first point that I want to make therefore is that academic professional journals contribute to a profession by being a repository that marks the development of professional vocabularies which in turn shape and embed professional identities.
There are significant parallels in the way professions and disciplines work within academia. Aram (2004, p.380) characterises disciplines as “semi-stable, partially integrated and semi-autonomous ‘intellectual conveniences’”. The same can be said for professions. Abbott (1988) for instance argues for an ecological, systemic view of professions, wherein professions are seen as continuously evolving through a history of contested professional turf battles that are in turn linked to wider social and economic changes. One way in which professions try to defend themselves is by defining a core jurisdiction that is maintained and developed in abstract form. Abbott suggests that increasing the abstraction can serve to strengthen the profession, though over-abstraction could also weaken the professional core and thus be detrimental. Academic journals facilitate the development of ideas and theories, that may be far removed from direct sensory experience. Journals such as Planning Theory, have an important part to play in facilitating such abstractions; clarifying, contesting, and promoting them; and thereby preserving a profession’s core jurisdiction. The second point that I want to make then is that academic professional journals serve profession communities by developing and safeguarding an abstract core jurisdiction that contribute to both developing and safeguarding the profession itself.

Just as a discipline denotes a thought-domain that is more than a subject area, the profession denotes a practice-domain that is more than a craft. The discipline denotes a degree of rigour and wisdom that is larger than the idea of a subject area and the profession implies in addition a set of values and ethics that goes beyond the handling or manipulation of concrete objects or services. One way in which disciplines and professions uphold degrees of rigour and wisdom while promoting sets of values and ethics is by subjugating their own practices to reflexive and rigorous analysis.

Professional reflexivity is commonly realised in journals through authorship and the peer review process. These call for rigorous reflections on values, understandings, interpretations, meanings, evidence, methods, and causal claims that render a profession more than just a craft. Editorial decisions and the peer-review processes prompt depth of inquiry, reasoned argumentation and cultivate rigour in thought that can clarify the intellectual tool-kit that the profession uses. Special formats such as the ‘Comments’ section, a permanent feature in Planning Theory, does this too. Here a reader can challenge the substance of a publication or seek further clarifications from an author who has published in the journal. The author/s then engage with the critique and provide a response. Another format that facilitates this is the Planning Theory podcast series (available through the Planning Theory website), which explores a published article or a special issue in more depth through audio recorded discussions. Debates, dialogues and similar non-conventional formats can also have a similar aim. The third point that I make therefore is the role of academic professional journals in upholding a profession by being a generator, arbiter and promoter of professional ideas, knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that define it.

Difference and change in a profession can be understood in relation to both space and time. The parameters of how a profession is understood and practiced is determined by the way it is packaged and controlled in the immediate setting of its practice. Specific theoretical ideas or methodological innovations could therefore emerge from the realities of a practice context. Within planning, for instance, distinct concepts and areas of concern are emerging
from the realities of practice in the global South (for example, interest in informality, ideas of rurban and so on).

Clark (1983) claims that despite internal differences, a discipline pulls together a community of interest that reaches across large territories. The same is also true of professions. They are to an extent transnational yet hybridized with difference and change inherent to their existence. Academic professional journals can be artefacts through which these difference across geographies and professional contexts are navigated. Planning Theory, for instance, promotes book reviews of books published in non-English languages to introduce professional local knowledges to the mainstream. Academic journals, through special issues, might also pull together accounts from different geographical spaces and experiences to collectively focus thought, revisit an old idea in contemporary times, address a new challenge or develop new responses to a common issue. Emerging new professional areas may thus be introduced to a practice community. Wider societal challenges to the core of the profession may also be debated in formats like the ‘Essay’ or ‘Opinion piece’ or ‘Visions’ that are essentially non-peer-reviewed. These introduce to the mainstream, topics that may be beyond the current core of the profession or topics that may constitute a threat to the core. The fourth and final point that I want to highlight is therefore the role of academic professional journals in providing visibility to occurrences across geographical spaces, in hybrid professional spaces and in speculative futures.

To summarise, I have argued that academic professional journals are not just important for the academic community. They also serve professional communities in four main ways:

- as a repository that marks the development of professional vocabularies which in turn shape and embed professional identities.
- by developing and safeguarding an abstract core jurisdiction that contribute to both developing and safeguarding the profession itself.
- by being a generator, arbiter and promoter of professional ideas, knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that define the profession.
- by providing visibility to occurrences across geographical spaces, in hybrid professional spaces and in speculative futures.

Having argued for the importance of academic professional journals for the professional practice community, I must now turn to thank the generosity of our reviewers in dedicating one of their most precious resources – time – to support this journal and thus the community of planning scholars and planning practitioners. We are very grateful to the rigour and dedication they have given us so selflessly. The reviewers for 2020 were Leonidas Anthopoulos, Manuel Aalbers, Noelle Aarts, Gareth Abrahams, Hazem Abu-Orf, Henri Acselrad, Louis Albrechts, Ernest Alexander, Nuriit Alfasi, Lieven Ameel, Ardavan Amini, Ben Anderson, Margarita Angelidou, Mahyar Arefi, Jos Arts, Joseph Ayitio, Ela Babalik-Sutcliffe, Pia Bäcklund, Guy Baeten, Banashree Banerjee, Tridib Banerjee, Idalina Baptista, Iulian Barba-Lata, Claudia Basta, Charlotte Bates, Mike Batty, Victoria Beard, Robert Beauregard, Yasminah Beebeeejaun, Jelle Behagel, Simon Bell, Bradley Bereitschaft, Raoul Beunen, Beau Beza, Gautum Bhan, Philip Black, Ivan Blečić, William Blomquist, Camillo Boano, Luuk Boelens, Sophie Bond, Robert Boyer, Gary Bridge, Gillian Bristow, Sue Brownhill, Amy Burnett, Michael Buser, Jonas Bylund, David Byrne, Michele Campagna, Heather Campbell, Kang Cao, Keith Carlisle, Matthew Carmona, Chiara Certomà, Jeffrey Chan, Robert Chaskin,
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